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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COMMISSION
STATE LEGISLATIVE BUILDING

RALEIGH 27611

December 15, 1982

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE 1983 GENERAL ASSEMBLY:

The report of the Legislative Research Commission's
Committee on College Science Equipment made pursuant to Resolu-

tion 61 of the 1981 Session is attached.

The Legislative Research Commission adopts, approves
and recommends to the 1983 Regular Session of the General
Assembly the recommendations and Resolutions contained in this

report.

Respectfully submitted.

' T i o-l-^rListon B. Ramsey

Cochairmen





PREFACE

The Legislative Research Commission, authorized by Article

6B of Chapter 120 of the General Statutes, is a general purpose

study group. The Commission is cochaired by the Speaker of the

House and the President Pro Tempore of the Senate and has ten

additional members, five appointed from each house of the General

Assembly. Among the Commission's duties is that of making or

causing to be made, upon the direction of the General Assembly,

such studies of and investigation into governmental agencies

and institutions and matters of public policy as will aid the

General Assembly in performing its duties in the most effective

manner" (G.S. 120-30.17(1).^

At the direction of the 1981 General Assembly, the Legisla-

tive Research Commission has undertaken studies of numerous

subjects. These studies were grouped into broad categories,

and each member of the Commission was given responsibility for

one category of study. The Cochairmen of the Legislative Research

Commission, under the authority of General Statutes 120-30. 10(b)

and (c) , appointed committees consisting of members of the

General Assembly and the public to conduct the studies. Cochairmen,

one from each house of the General Assembly, were designated for

each committee.

The study of College Science Equipment in North Carolina

was authorized by Resolution 61 of the 1981 Session Laws.



The Legislative Research Commission grouped this study

in its education area under the direction of Representative

Lura Tally. The Cochairmen of the study committee established

by the Research Commission are Senator William D. Mills and

Representative Jeff H. Enloe, Jr. A membership list of the

Legislative Research Commission and a membership list of the

Study Committee may be found in Appendix A of this report.

Resolution 51 authorizing the study and House Joint Resolution

1314 which the committee was authorized to consider in determin-

ing the scope of the study are attached as Appendix B.

Resolution 61 states that the Research Commission may,

for any study topic listed in the resolution, make an interim

report to the 1982 Session of the 1981 General Assembly or a

final report to the 1983 General Assembly, or both. The Research

Commission did not make an interim report on the College Science

Equipment of this State to the 1982 Session of the 1981 General

Assembly. This report, therefore, contains all the recommenda-

tions concerning College Science Equipment made by the Research

Commission.



BACKGROUND TO COMMITTEE STUDY

The Committee is grateful to the Board of Science and

Technology for supplying the paper that has been extrapolated

for this background study (Appendix E ) . More than any other

field of academic endeavor, the vitality of training and research

programs in science and technology depends on the quality of the

tools, the equipment and instrumentation, that programs can offer.

Technical training revolves around the mastery of a specialized

set of tools or equipment. The undergraduate participates in the

process of scientific inquiry through hands-on experience with

scientific instrumentation in the laboratory. Engineering

graduates must be familiar with the sophisticated equipment of

their discipline or they will fall far short of employers' expecta-

tions. In the research laboratory, access to advanced scientific

instrumentation often determines whether the university can operate

on the cutting edge of scientific advance.

Yet there is mounting evidence that the quality of

instrumentation in U. S. institutions of higher education is

deteriorating. Most of the studies come from premier research

universities; if the problems are severe there, how much more

serious they must be at the two- and four-year level, where federal

research grant monies are not available to help foot the bill!

When it begins to impede the teaching and research missions of

colleges, community colleges, and universities, outmoded equip-

ment can begin to have harmful effects on economic productivity

and growth.

The View From the National Level

The problem of inadequate and obsolete scientific equip-

ment is now so widespread and well-recognized that a National

Academy of Sciences panel meeting on the subject this spring began

its deliberations by agreeing not to waste any of its time further



proving the problem's existence. Earlier in the year, the Deputy

Director of the National Science Foundation, in Congressional

testimony, had placed the cost of revitalizing laboratories in

research universities only at between $1 billion and $4 billion.

Some other pieces of evidence include:

A 1979 Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

survey of nine universities, which concluded that there

was an unmet need for instruments and facilities of

$225 million in those institutions alone.

A National Science Foundation study which projects a

catch-up need of $420 million, over the next five years,

in the physical sciences alone.

An independent university study that suggests that

American universities are less well-equipped than their

foreign counterparts.

An Association of American Universities (AAU) study

comparing laboratories in sixteen universities to two

leading commercial laboratories, which found that the

median age of university equipment was twice that of the

commercial laboratories instrumentation.

A study of research instrumentation needs which revealed

that in five important scientific disciplines the costs

of scientific instruments priced above $5000 rose at an

average annual rate of 20 percent between 1970 and 1978.

In sum, then, the situation is serious now and is likely

to get worse as researchers attempt to replace old equipment with



newer models at today's inflated prices.

The various studies cite numerous reasons for the decline

in instrumentation, including restrictive Federal research grant

policies, insufficient Federal research support, and rising costs

due to the increasing sophisitication of research equipment. Some

reports have also questioned whether universities have directed

fvmds toward maintaining research staffs at the expense of purchas-

ing and maintaining equipment. The studies also note numerous

corollary costs in addition to the initial basic cost of equipment,

including operation and maintenance costs (estimated at 7-8 percent

of the new cost per year) , instrument repairs (with service calls

now running at $85-$ 100 per hour) , support equipment needed to

test or calibrate the equipment, and appropriate facilities to

house new equipment.

Federal agencies are likely to remain the major source of

support for research instrumentation for the foreseeable future.

They financed two-thirds of all research equipment purchases in

1980, and several federal programs have been mounted specifically

to address the equipment problem at the federal level. Perhaps

the most widely touted was the tax break for corporations donating

certain types of equipment to universities which was part of the

1981 Reagan tax package. Many observers, however, seem skeptical

that the tax measure will have much impact — congressional estimates

put the total savings to industry resulting from the provision at

less than $5 million annually. The NSF plans to increase support

for major equipment within its existing research grant programs to

95.3 million in FY83. (Major requests for research and instructional

equipment programs were stricken from the NSF ' s budgets by two

successive administrations in FY80 and FY81.) The Foundation is

also continuing a small ($2 million) program to support the

acquisition of research equipment at two- and four-year colleges.

The Department of Defense has recently announced a $ 30 million



initiative to build up the university research equipment base for

disciplines related to its research programs. Nevertheless, these

programs, even taken together, are but a drop in the bucket compared

to the overall need, and none of them includes any funding for

instructional equipment. Furthermore, substantial additional

Federal support, in this era of budgetary belt-tightening, is un-

likely.

North Carolina Activities

North Carolina's policymakers have also become concerned

about the equipment problem in recent years. Three years ago,

the Department of Community Colleges conducted a campus-by-campus

analysis of training equipment currently in use. That study led

to the system's request to the General Assembly for $33 million to

repair and replace obsolete equipment. The General Assembly sub-

sequently allocated $5 million of that amount, leaving a need of

approximately $28 million (non-inflated dollars) still be met,

Corraborating the DCC ' s analysis is a depreciation schedule for

state-owned equipment recently developed by the Department of

Administration which shows that the major pieces of equipment in

the Community College system are worth only a third of their cost;

i.e., that the equipment is old and outdated. Finally, in two

major studies conducted by the DCC in 1981, vocational and technical

graduates and their employers cited the lack of up-to-date training

equipment as a serious handicap to the system's ability to train.

Tlie latter is perhaps the most serious charge of all, because of

its direct impact on the state's capacity for economic growth.

The Community College system has identified equipment as its number

one priority in this year's budget, and is requesting $30 million

from the General Assembly to alleviate the problem.

The UNC system has also been concerned with the problem

of scientific instrumentation. In FY79-80, the General Assembly

made a special allocation for research and instructional equipment



in t.he sciences and engineering to four UNC institutions, distributed

ds follows: North Carolina State University - $750,000; North

Carolina A&T - $300,000; UNC-Chapel Hill - $500,000; and UNC-Charlotte

$200,000. The language of the legislation recognized the special

responsibility of those four institutions for scientific and techno-

logical education and research in the biological and physical

sciences and engineering. The legislation cited as special con-

cerns the shortage of engineers, the rate of technological change

an:: its effect on equipment obsolescence, and inflationary impacts

on equipment costs. Because these allocations were built into the

institutions' base budgets, the institutions received the same

allocation again in 1980-81. In FY81-82, additional allocations

of the same amounts were made to the same institutions, and again

became part of the base budgets for 1982-83.

This year, the UNC system is requesting $4,049,022 in

expansion money to remedy deficiencies in engineering and some

related sciences. This would be a general allocation to improve

research and teaching in engineering and the sciences, but some

portion of it would certainly be budgeted for equipment.

Scientific equipment has also been a longstanding interest

of the Board of Science and Technology. In 1979 and 1980, the Board

provided $350,000-400,000 for the purchase of scientific and

engineering equipment in North Carolina's colleges and universities.

The grantees obtained 3-5 times that amount in matching funds from

other sources, thereby leveraging a relatively small state invest-

ment into almost $2 million for equipment purchases.

In 1980, the Board undertook an initial study of scientific

equipment in two science and engineering departments at each of ten

North Carolina colleges and universities (a total of 20 departments) ,

The study was published in August, 1981. Amont the Board's findings

were the following:

With few exceptions, the departments have problems in

p\irchasing and maintaining the equipment necessary to

conduct their training programs



To meet the five highest-priority equipment needs of the

20 departments would require a total of $4-5 million,

excluding maintenance costs. The costs of obtaining and

maintaining such equipment are likely to increase at a

rate greater than the general level of inflation.

New mechanisms for the purchase, maintenance, and use of

equipment will be necessary to meet future equipment needs.

Substantial new infusions of Federal funds are imlikely.

During the 1981 session, the General Assembly called upon

the Legislative Research Commission to study the scientific and

technical equipment needs of the state's institutions of higher

education, articulating its belief that "it is in the interest of

the citizens and the state of North Carolina that our institutions

of higher education offer a level of scientific training sufficient

to assure that North Carolinians will be able to assume jobs in

work settings that require high levels of skill." (H.J.R. 1314,

1981 General Assembly^
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COMMITTEE PROCEEDINGS

The Committee on College Science Equipment met three

times, on December 10, 1981, June 2, 1982, and November 16, 1982.

The Committee heard from Dr. Larry Blake, President of the Community

College System, Dr. E. Walton Jones, Vice President for Research

and Public Service Programs, General Administration, the University

of North Carolina, and from John Henley, a committee member. President

of the Association of Private and Independent Colleges, and from

many others. (See Appendix C for list of witnessed

All the speakers testified to the crying need for better,

more up-to-date scientific and technical equipment, and for better

maintenance programs. Jack Talmadge, Executive Director of the

Inter-Agency Working Group on University Research Instrumentation,

spoke to the problem on the national level, and to what the National

Science Foundation, the Defense Department and the Congress were

trying to do about this problem. Even in a year of disappearing

finances, most leaders recognized that nationally the equipment

shortage is really a potential national defense problem as well as

a national industrial one. (See Appendix Q)

A number of creative ways to handle the equipment problem

were raised such as industry donation, university-industry equip-

ment sharing, others sharing, equipment management systems and

creative financing. (Appendix D,Ej) state corporate tax incentives

for sharing and donating are pT-c.toi\oVa insufficient as the sole

incentive pattern.

The committee also received testimony that an essential

preliminary to any creative discussion of solutions to the problems

of eliminating obsolete, inferior equipment and replacing it with

equipment suitable for training the technicians and researchers

had to be an inventory of what equipment all the institutions of

higher education had, be they constituent institutions of the

University of North Carolina, Community Colleges or technical

schools, or private and independent colleges and universities.



The committee requested staff counsel to meet with representatives

from the University of North Carolina, the community college

system, the private colleges and universities and the Board of

Science and Technology to generate a methodology sufficient to

result in a proper, meaningful inventory, one that would designate

not only the kind of equipment, what department and what institu-

tion was using it, but what the purchase date was. Staff was also

requested to develop a questionnaire on what each pertinent depart-

ment of each institution considered its highest priority needs.

As the methodology developed, and became increasingly

sophisticated, it became evident that a central processing agency

was essential to process the vast and various incoming data into

a meaningful document. The committee agreed and recommended that

the Board of Science and Technology be appointed as that agency and

that the Legislative Research Commission allocate $10,000 to the

Board to pay for computer program time and staff input time. The

Legislative Research Commission made that allocation.

At the committee's last meeting, the Board of Science

and Technology presented its methodology (Appendix e ) and its

reporting schedule. The full, multi-volume inventory document,

needs analysis and policy statement is to be presented to staff on

December 10 for transmittal to the December 15th meeting of the

Legislative Research Commission. (See Appendix p ; Legislative

Library,)

The committee approved the Board's work wholeheartedly

and with great thanks. It expressed its desire to continue work-

ing with the Board, if the committee is continued, and especially

with the Board's committee on Research and Higher Education.

The committee ended its study by unanimously making the

recommendation that the study be continued, and that the resolu-

tion defining the study address certain specific issues such as

the feasibility of basing the inventory data in the Division of

Purchase and Contract of the Department of Administration, to



permit the Division to function as a sophisticated center for

sharing requests as well as a central information bank on what is

available and where. Other specific areas of study are to include

the feasibility of establishing an information link between ii.^vstry

and a central inventory agency. The continued committee will need

to watch developing federal law and incentive programs, in order

to be able to consider adopting suitable ideas into North Carolina

law. The continued committee will also continue to monitor the

inventory, to refine it even further so that it will eventually

be able to generate cost replacement data.

The committee acknowledged that, with the completion of

the massive inventory and needs analysis, it had still only laid

the groundwork for a study of how to solve the equipment problems

which generated its study, but that this groundwork was indeed well

laid. Many people had testified that the inventory project was

impossible of completion; all testified to its essentiality. The

committee adjourned, satisfied with its work so far, but aware that

its work really was just begun.



FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Finding 1 . The committee found that scientific and

technical training and research eguipment being used by the

University of North Carolina, the Comm\anity Colleges and technical

school systems and the private and independent colleges and

universities is far too often obsolete, is far too often make-

shift, is far too often generally inadequate, to guarantee that

scientific and technical students are being trained sufficiently

to compete in an increasingly sophisticated scientific and technical

work market. The committee further found that this equipment

deficiency is a major problem not only in North Carolina but also

throughout the nation and that the ability of the nation to compete

in the world's market and to maintain its ability to defend itself

against foreign aggression is detrimentally affected.

Finding 2 . The committee found that creative methods of

financing equipment needs, such as sharing and industry-xoniversity

donating, needed to be examined but that no such study could be

fruitful until data were available on what equipment all depart-

ments of all institutions had and how old it was, and on what each

department needed most. The committee requested staff to develop

such an inventory and needs analysis and appointed the Board of

Science and Technology to be its processing agent. (See Recommenda-

tion ]>)

Finding 3 . The committer having completed its inventory

and needs analysis, found that it was now ready to begin a

satisfactory and well-founded study of how to solve the problem of

equipment deficiency, and fo\ind that its study must be continued

into the next interim. No other state, it found, had got as far

as North Carolina has in generating an inventory of all pertinent

equipment on hand. No other state, therefore, can pursue as

satisfactory a creative financing study as can North Carolina.

(See Recommendation 2.)



Recommendation 1 . The committee recommends that the

Legislative Research Commission receive the inventory, needs

analysis and policy document generated from data requested of all

pertinent departments of all institutions of higher education of

North Carolina and processed by the Board of Science and Technology.

The committee further recommends that the Board of Science and

Technology be commended for its work as processing agent and that

the University of North Carolina, the Community Colleges and

technical schools and the private and independent colleges and

universities be thanked for the great cooperation they gave the

coiTunittee in its inventory work.

Recommendation 2 . The committee recommends that the

Legislative Research Commission continue its study of College

Science Equipment and that the study be specifically directed to

the issues of creative financing methods of making up the real

deficiencies, including the feasibility of setting up a central

agency to manipulate the inventory data, and continuing to

refine it, in order to act as a central information center as

v.'ell as a central screening agent for budget, sharing and donating

requests, and the feasibility of establishing an industry-higher

education equipment information and facilitation link. The study

must also carefully track what the federal government is doing to

eliminate equipment deficiency and what other states that are

attempting to address the problem in a systematic way, such as

Iowa, are doing , and should also continue to work with all the

institutions of higher education and with the Board of Science

and Technology in particular with its committee on Research and

Higher Education. It is essential that this study be continued.

The data now exists to er>s-i'«4 that this study i -j truly meaningful,

(see Resolution 1.)
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A JOINT RESOLUTION REQUESTING THAT THE LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH

COMMISSION CONTINUE ITS STUDY OF COLLEGE SCIENCE EQUIPMENT.

Whereas, the 1981 Legislative Research Commission Study-

Committee on College Science Equipment, chaired by Senator

William D. Mills and Representative Jeff H. Enloe, Jr., has

completed the first phase of its study of college science equip-

ment, the production of a comprehensive inventory and needs

analysis of significant scientific, technical and research

equipment of all the departments of all the institutions of

higher education in the State, whether they be of the University

of North Carolina, the Community Colleges and technical schools

or the private and independent colleges and universitites ; and

Whereas, the Committee found that the problem of deficient

scientific and technical equipment in institutions of higher

education was one of the greatest problems facing higher educa-

tion, and, potentially, facing the nation's economy and security;

and

Whereas, the Committee now possesses the refined and

processed data necessary to provide a proper and sound base for a

study of ways to solve the massive problem of deficient scientific

and technical research and training equipment in this State's

institutions of higher education; and
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Whereas, the Committee has, in generating the inventory

and needs analysis, with the commendable help of the Board of

science and Technology, its inventory and needs analysis process-

ing agent, of the University of North Carolina, of the Community

Colleges and technical schools, of the private and indpenedent

colleges and universities, and of other state and national

groups, such as the National Science Foundation, developed the

expertise to proceed in phase two of the study;

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the House of Representa-

tives, the Senate concurring:

Section 1. The Legislative Research Commission may

continue its study of College Science Equipment. The Committee

making this study may make an interim report to the 1983 General

Assembly, Second Session, 1984, and may make a final report to

the 1985 General Assembly.

This study shall be based on the data generated from the

inventory and needs analysis produced by the 1981 Legislative

Research Commission Study Committee on College Science Equipment

and processed by the Board of Science and Technology, with the

vital cooperation of the University of North Carolina, the

Community Colleges and technical schools and the private and

independent colleges and universities.
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This study shall be specifically directed to the issues

of creative financing methods of making up the known equipment

deficiencies, including:

(1) The feasibility of setting up a central agency to

manipulate the inventory and needs analysis data,

in order to act as a central information center as

well as a central screening agent for budget, sharing

and donating requests;

(2) The feasibility of establishing an industry-higher

education equipment information and facilitation link;

(3) The tracking of national and other state efforts to

eliminate equipment deficiencies, especially with

regards to creative tax and other incentives to

donate or share equipment; and

(4) The continuance of cooperation with all the

institutions of higher education in the State, and

with the Board of Science and Technology, in

particular with its Committee on Research and

Higher Education.

Sec. 2. Copies of this resolution shall be sent to

Quentin Lindsey, Executive Director of the Board of Science and

Technology, to William Friday, President of the University of
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North Carolina, to Larry Blake, President of the Department of

Community Colleges, and to John Henley, President of the North

Carolina Association of Private and Independent Colleges and

Universities.

sec. 3. This resolution is effective upon ratification.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NORTH CAROLINA Bt

SESSION 1981

RATIFIED BILL

BESOLOTION 61

BOOSE JOINT BESOLUIIOM 1292

A JOINT BESOLUTION AUTHORIZING STUDIES BY THE LEGISLiTIVE

RESEARCH COHHISSION.

Bt it resolved by the House of Representatives, the Senate

concurring:

Section 1. The Legislative Research Coaaission nay

study the topics listed below. Listed with each topic is the

1981 bill or resolution that originally proposed the study and

the name of the sponsor. The CoBaission aay consider the

original bill or resolution in deteraining the nature, scope and

aspects of the study. The topics are:

(1) Continuation of study of revenue laws (H.J.R. 15 —

Lilley) .

(2) Continuation of study on probleas of aging (H.J.R.

48 — Messer/S.J.R. 37 — Gray).

(3) Day care (H.J.R. 223 ~ Brennan)

.

(4) Civil rights coapliance of non-State institutions

receiving State funds (H.J.R. 34a — Spaulding)

.

(5) Social services and public assistance (H.B. 393 —

P. Hunt) .

(6) The need for new health occupational licensing

boards (H.B. 477 -- Lancaster/S. B. 285 — Jenkins).

(7) Hatters related to public education, including:



.^ a. The feasibility of Baking the 12th grade optional in

the public schools (H.J.R. 890 -- Tally).

b. Continue study of public school food service (H.J.B.

948 -- Brennan)

.

c. The teacher tenure law (S.J.E. 621 -- Royall)

.

d. Providing teachers with duty-free periods (S.J. P.

697 -- Speed)

.

e. Continuation of study regarding purchase of buses in

lieu of contract transportation, and other school bus

transportation matters (no 1981 resolution)

.

(8) Campaign financing and reporting (H.J.R. 975 — D.

Clark) -

(9) State's interests in railroad companies and

railroad operations (H.B. 1069 — J. Hunt).

(10) Hatters related to insurance, including:

a. Insurance regulation (H.B. 1071 as amended

Seymour) , including the feasibility of establishing within the

Department of Insurance a risk and rate equity board.

b. How the State should cover risks of liability for

personal injury and property damage (H.J.R. 1198 — Seymour).

c. Credit insurance (H.J.R. 1328 — Barnes).

(11) Batters related to public property, including:

a. Development of a policy on State office building

construction (H.J.R. 1090 -- Kye)

.

b. The potential uses and benefits of arbitration to

resolve disputes under State construction and procurement

contracts (H.J.R. 1292 — Adams).

House Joint Resolution 1292



fdi

c. The bonding requireaents on s«all contractors

bidding on governmental projects (H.J.B. 1301 — Nye).

d. Continue study of the design, construction and

inspection of public facilities (S.J.B. 1U3 — Clarke).

e. Whether the leasing of State land should be by

competitive bidding (S.J.R. 178 -- Swain).

(12) Allocation formula for State funding of public

library systems (H.J.B. 1166 — Burnley).

(13) Economic, social and legal problems and needs of

women (H.fi. 1238 -- Adams).

(14) Beverage container regulation (H.J.B. 1298 —
Diaiflont) .

(15) Scientific and technical training eguipment needs

in institutions of higher education (H.J.B. 131U — Fulcher)

.

(16) Role of the State with respect to migrant

farmworkers (H.J. P. 1315 — Fulcher).

(17) Existing State and local programs for the

inspection of milk and milk products (H.J.R. 1353 — James).

(18) Laws authorizing towing, removing or storage of

motoL vehicles (H.J.R. 1360 — Lancaster).

(19) Annexation laws (S.J.B. U — Lawing)

.

(20) Laws concerning obscenity (House Committee

Substitute for S.B. 295).

(21) The feasibility of consolidating the State

computer systems (S.J.B. 349 — Alford/H. J. B. 524 -- Plyler)

.

(22) Laws pertaining to the taxation of alcoholic

beverages and the designation of revenues for alcoholism

House Joint Eesoiution 1292 3



educdtion, rehabilitation and research (S.J.R. U97 — Gray).

(2J) Pegional offices operated by State agencies

(S. J.fi. 519 — Noble) .

(2U) Continue study of laws of evidence (S.J.R. 698 —

Barnes)

.

(25) Continue study of ownership of land in North

Carolina by aliens and alien corporations (S.J.R. 714 -- White).

(26) Pules and regulations pertaining to the Coastal

Area Hacagement Act (S-J.E. 724 -- Daniels).

(27) Transfer of Forestry and Soil and Water from

Department of Natural Resources and Comaunity Developnent to

Department of Agriculture (H.B. 1237 — Taylor).

(28) Continue sports arena study (H.J-R. 1334

Barbee) .

(29) State investment and Baxioiua earning productivity

of all public funds (H.J.R. 1375 ~ Beard).

Sec. 2. roi each of the topics the Legislative Research

Coffliiiissxon decides to study, the CoBHiission may report its

tindiDgs, togctiiGL with any recommended legislation, to the 1982

Session of the General Assembly or to the 1983 General Assembly,

or the CoiniDission may make an interim report to the 1982 Session

and a final report to the 1983 General Assembly.

Sec. 3. The Legislative Research Commission or any

study committee thereof, in the discharge of its study of

insurance regulation under Section 1(10) a. of this act, may

secure information and data under the provisions of G.S. 120-19.

The powers contained in the provisions of G.S. 120-19.1 through

'» House Joint Resolution 1292



G.s. 120- 19. U shall apply to the proceedings of the CoBBission or

any study committee thereof in the discharge of said study. The

Commission or any study committee thereof, while in the discharge

of said study, is authorized to hold executive sessions in

accordance with G.S. 143-318. 1 1 (b) as though it were a coaaittee

of the General Assembly.

Sec. a. This resolution is effective upon ratification.

In the General Assembly read three times and ratified,

this the 10th day of July, 1981.

Mr/ES C. GREEN

James C. Green

President of the Senate

_LISTON_B_RAWS_EY

Liston B. Ramsey

Speaker of the House of Representatives

House Joint Resolution 1292





GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NORTH CAROLINA

a SESSION 1981 M
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 1314

Sponsors; Representative Fulcher.

Beferred to; Appropriations.

June 25, 1981

1 A JOINT RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE LEGISLATIVE RESEABCH

2 COHttlSSION TO STUDY SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT

3 NEEDS IN NORTH CAROLINA INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

4 Whereas, it is in the interest of the citizens and the

5 State of North Carolina that our institutions of higher education

6 offer a level of technical and scientific training sufficient to

7 assure that North Carolinians will be able to assume jobs in work

8 settings that require high levels of skill; and

9 Whereas, the training of a skilled work force will

10 enhance the ability of the State to attract scientific and

"^ industrial developnent that can contribute to the econojaic well-

12 being of the citizens of the State; and

13 Whereas, the lack of opportunities for sufficient

1^ training will condemn the citizens of North Carolina to jobs

1^ offering little chance for advanceaent; and

Hh.ioas, tlie lack of a properly trained work forceIfl

1^ within the State will require scientific and industrial concerns

^^ choosing to locate in North Carolina to hire skilled personnel

^^ from outside the State; and

20

21
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1 Whereas, the growing cost to institutions of higher

2 learning to purchase and service up-to-date scientific and

3 technical equipient necessary for the adequate training of North

li Carolina citizens has become a burden greater than these

5 institutions can bear under the present systens for purchase and

6 maintenance of equipment; and

7 Whereas, the lack of up-to-date, properly serviced

8 training equipment may result in a lowering of the quality of

9 education for the citizens of the State with a subsequent

10 loweriny cf their ability to compete in the job market with

11 persons from outside the State;

12 Now, therefore, be it resolved by the House of Representatives,

13 the Senate concurring:

llj Section 1. The Legislative Research Coaission shall

15 determine what scientific and technical training equipient is

16 needed by North Carolina institutions of higher education in

17 order to train citizens of North Carolina to assume jobs in work

13 settings that require high levels of skill.

19 Sec. 2- The Commission shall determine the present cost

20 and estimate future costs for purchase and service of needed

21 scientifxc and technical training equipment by North Carolina

22 institutions of higher education.

23 Sec, 3. The Commission shall review present levels and

2lj methods for funding the purchase and service of scientific and

25 technical training equipment by North Carolina coBBonity

26 colleges, colleges, and universities.

27 Sec. 4. The Commission shall examine new approaches to

28
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1 the purchase and aaintenance of highly costly scientific and

2 technical training equipment to determine which of these

3 approaches, if any, might serve the needs of the State more

\x efficiently than do the present approaches.

5 Sec. 5. The Commission shall determine the feasibility

6 of cooperative efforts among the State and federal governments,

7 institutions of higher education, and private industry to meet

8 future training equipment needs in North Carolina.

9 Sec. 6. The Commission may call upon any State

10 department or agency to provide the Commission with information

11 pertinent to its inquiry. In addition, the Commission may invite

12 representatives of private industry as well as university,

13 college, and community college personnel to offer pertinent

II, testimony.

1$ Sec. 7. The Commission shall file a report with the

16 Governor and the General Assembly no later than May 1, 1982. The

17 report shall set forth the Study Commission's findings,

18 conclusions, recommendations, and proposed legislation, if

19 recommended.

20 Sec- 8. The Legislative Services Coaiaission shall

21 provide professional and other staff assistance upon the request

22 of the Commission.

23 Sec. 9. This resolution shall become effective July 1,

2I4 1981.

25

26

27

28
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C

Presentation to Legislative Research Committee
Study Committee of College Science Equipment
N.C. COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM
December 10, 1981

Members of the Committee, Ladies and Gentlemen,

Please accept my appreciation and that of the State Board of Community
Colleges for allowing us to present to you our concerns about the status of
equipment for science and technology training in North Carolina community
and technical colleges.

In accepting responsibilities for the governance of the North Carolina
community college system last January, the new State Board of Community Col-
leges reaffirmed its commitment to the basic mission and purpose of the sys-
tem as described in the General Statutes (1150) and the policies of the
former governing Board, the State Board of Education. These goals require
the system to be a comprehensive, community-based, adult education system
for the citizens of the state, offering vocational, technical, adult basic,
general education, college transfer, and general interest programs. The
strong emphasis is upon vocational, technical, and basic education programs.

This emphasis has been shown in the past by the enrollment patterns of
the system. Currently, 73 percent of the FTE of the systen; is in technical
and vocational education; 7 percent, in adult literacy programs; 7 po'-cent,
in college transfer; and the remaining portion, representing the other pro-
grams of the system. In looking to maintain and improve upon the appropri-
ate role of community and technical colleges, the new State Board immedi-
ately recognized that the highest funding priority should be that of
addressing the serious snortcomings of equipment for training and
educational programs of the system.

The Board recognized that the continued quality of the training programs
would be totally dependent upon overcoming problems of obsolescence of
equipment, shortages of equipment, and shortages of types of equipment cur-
rently in use in industry where rapid changes; in technology create obsoles-
cence in shorter periods of time.

The State Board has reviewed past practices in funding for equipiient,
allocating equipment budgets, and maintaining title of equipment and has
found them to be appropriate in procedures but not nearly adequate in
appropriations. Currently, equipment needs of the system avQ determined by
the State Board through entitlement formula and needs assessment. Funds dre
then requested from the General Assembly through the generol fund, and
allocations are made to the individual institutions on the basis of entitle-
ment and demonstrated need. The title to equipment remains with the State
Board of Community Colleger.
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Recognizing that employment-related training equipment needs were a top

priority, the State Board of Education in 1980 directed that a carefully

documented study of need be undertaken by the Department of Community Col-

leges. In this study, verification of need was certified by local business

and industry leaders serving on advisory committees as well as on respon-

sible local governing boards. This resulted in a verified reliable estimate

that $33.7 million would be necessary just to bring to an adequate level the

equipment required for existing programs--nct to add new progr3ms--just to

adequately equip those already in existence. It was interesting to note

that this figure coincided closely with that determined by the State Board's

existing entitlement formula which showed a shortfall of equipment funding

in the amount of $35.0 million.

Both the State Board of Education and, subsequently, the State Board of

Community Colleges endorsed this request and forwarded it to the Governor

and the Advisory Budget Commission. During the short session of the General

Assembly in June, 1980, $0.5 million was appropriated toward this request
reducing the required amount to $33.2 million. An additional $5.0 million
was recommended by the Advisory Budget Commission in November, 1980, and was
subsequently approved by the 1981 General Assembly. (A continuation equip-
ment allocation of $7.6 million was also granted.) Therefore, with only

$5.0 million new money received for equipment in 1981, there exists a cur-

rent requirement of $28.2 million (non-inflated dollars) still to be

satisfied.

Although the Board, the Department, and the system had hoped the full

amount would be allocated during the 1981-83 biennium, it is now the opinion
of the State Board that if this total amount, adjusted for inflation, is not

allocated within the two biennium period of 1981-83 and 1983-85, the quality
of the training programs offered by the community and technical colleges in

North Carolina will be seriously damaged to the point that critically needed
training programs will have to be discontinued because of antiquated equip-
ment or lack of equipment.

The preceding infonnation is of no surprise to you, I am certain,
inasmuch as you have heard it from the State Board, the Deportment, re-
presentatives of business and industry, and your local trustees and
administrators for some time. It has been included in this presentation to
insure a proper persper.tivo of the total need for scientific and technical
equipment in higher education in the state.

In addition to the critical need of training equipii'ent, it is known that
there are shortcoir.inqs in the adequacy, condition, and quantity of science
equipment in our institutions. The shortage is in courses offered in
related instruction for vocational and technical programs as well as in the
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()tM|ti transfer science programs. This would include equipment for
• l|^t^y, bioloqy, and physics laboratories in the 58 community and
- luilcal colleges and, in particular, in the 23 community colleges.

To our knowledge, a specific survey of the equipment needs for this area
not been undertaken. Therefore, we would strongly recommend that such a

t /cy be undertaken before your Committee completes its evaluations in
«
'

i-r to complete a total picture of the requirements for science and tech-
/.' o<)y equipment in higher education in the state. The Department- of Com-
! iLy Colleges would be most happy to assist in such a survey, if re-
f' ted.

M'
The final issue which we would like to present is that of a reasonable
ram of replacement and repair. In the past, the community college sys-

f''' has attempted to maintain a very conservative replacement schedule of 12
I b or 8 percent per year. The inability to maintain this replacen.ent
/ dulc has caused the current crisis in the condition of the training

pii'.ent within the system. In analyzing current and future realities,
'•'I

• ultra conservative schedule can no longer be maintained. More
** opriately, an eight-year replacement schedule is realistic while a ten-
fiy replacement schedule might be barely adequate. Given the current
y" ntory of approximately $65 million, a ten-year replacement schedule
I' ' ,-' require $6.5 million per year, while an eight-year replacement
W' oule would require $7.5 million per year, in addition to equipment re-
^'

' od fc>r new programs,
'I"

I hore that the above explanation of the scientific and technical equip-
req.i renients of the community college system has adequately presented

ff"" r.tro:JCtory view of our concerns. Again, I look forward to working with
^' Coiiirr.-ttee in finalizing an accurate picture of these requirements.
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Scientific Instrumentation

Prior 10 1965, owing to generous support, university research laboratories

were well equipped. But with the growing pressure on available funds that

began at that time, a pattern of postponing equipment purchases emerged.

By 1970. a problem was widely recognized, university scientists were

working with obsolescent equipment.

A National Research Council report commissioned by the National

Science Board in the early 1970"s gave the cost of updating the laboratories

as $200 million at that time. With the inflation of the ensuing decade,

compounded by the growing complexity and sophistication of instrumenta-

tion, that figure has grown to a conservatively estimated $1 billion.

At a recent meeting of an ad hoc Working Group on Scientific Instnimen-

tation convened by the National Research Council, one participant ob-

served: "The problem of initrumentation in our research universities has

implications for the whole country. . . . (W)c are educating a generation of

scientists who. when they leave the university, suffer the disadvantages that

many people from less developed countries feel when they come to work in

a technologically advanced country. This hurls us in a broad range of our

activities, both in the defense establishment and in our industrial establish-

ment." He went on to point out that existing scientific and engineering

manpower in the universities has outstripped the dollars available for

equipment.

But it would not be realistic to try to solve the problem solely by a large

infusion of federal funds. The Working Group therefore turned its attention

to ways of promoting more effective use of existing resources. A number of

leaders of corporate research laboratories participating in the group outlined

their procedures for ensuring a balance between manpower and capital

expenditures. 1 his stimulated a reassessment by academic participants of

institutional arrangements that promote similar rational planning in the

academic environment, such as organizing experimental scientists in closely

allied areas into research groups with block funding.

The Working Group recommended that several tutorial workshops be

organized on a regional level under the auspices of the National Rese.irch

Council. These workshops would have two objectives: (i) to achieve a more

balanced emphasis on provision of modern research instrumenialion by

revising the policies, mechanisms, and procedures of research support,

management, and financing, and (ii) to reduce the current deficit of modern

research equipment Efforts in this direction will be more productive if the

research-producing system shows determination to use ils resources more

effectively. The work of the Interagency Task Force on Instrumentation led

by the National Science Foundation, highlighted by the S^O-million initia-

tive from the Department of Defense, was enthusiastically supported.

Nevertheless, whatever improvements are accomplished in the manage-

ment of research, there will still he a substantial b.icklog of need that can

only be addressed by the federal government.

The over.ill pcrpco-e of the workshops, then, would be to inform the

university conunuiiity (researchers, administiaiors, and trustees) of new
approaches to providing and using instrumentation. An exchange of practi-

cal experience would be sought, with the hope that the universities could

respond to the problem with new initiatives and practices. The regional

workshops would form the basis for preparing a policy slnlemenl and a call

to action thai coitlil provide some stability for a decade or longer.

Our country's scientific enterprise is a unique combination of individuals

from universities, industrial research laboratories, and government research

laboratories. The meeting adjourned with a clear sense that discussions

amonp these three elements of the U.S. scientific enterprise could work to

the mutual benefit of all three sectors in the soltuion of this ftind.imental

problem in c.spcrimenlal science—William A. I'owler and DoNAtrr C.
Shapero. OJficc of Physical Sciences. Naiionid Research Council, Wash-
ington, O.C. 2MI8
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee.

As Dr. Slaughter mentioned in his testimony last week, while

ASSESSING OUR PRIORITIES AND NEEDS IN THE PREPARATION OF THE FY

1983 BUDGET REQUEST. WE TOOK A CLOSE LOOK AT RESEARCH INSTRUMENTA-

TION AND FACILITIES NEEDS RELATIVE TO OTHER RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES.

As THE Members of this Committee know, over the last few years

THE Foundation has placed a very high priority on upgrading the

SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTATION AVAILABLE IN THE

Nation's colleges and universities for conducting forefront

RESEARCH IN A VARIETY OF DISCIPLINES. ThIS YEAR IS NO EXCEPTION. I

WOULD LIKE TO TAKE A FEW MOMENTS TO CHARACTERIZE THE GENERAL NATURE

OF THE PROBLEM AND DESCRIBE FOR YOU WHAT THE ADMINISTRATION IS

PROPOSING IN THE FOUNDATION'S FY 1983 BUDGET.



There is an emerging consensus in universities, the Federal

government and private industry that there is a critical and

GROWING NEED TO REPLACE OBSOLETE AND WORN-OUT RESEARCH APPARATUS

AND LABORATORY FACILITIES IN THE NATION'S RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES.

Although its precise dimensions are not known, there is

STRONG, qualitative EVIDENCE THAT THE PROBLEM IS PERVASIVE AND

LARGE IN SCOPE. A ROUGH. BUT REASONABLE, ESTIMATE OF THE LOWER

LEVEL OF THE DEFICIT IS $1.0 BILLION. UPPE^ BOUNDARIES OF THE

PROBLEM HAVE BEEN PLACED IN THE %5.0-%^.0 BILLION RANGE.

If the GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF THE SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE

problem is a correct one. and we believe that it is. it means that

the productivity and efficiency of the nation's academic research

enterprise has already declined and will continue to decline. flost

of modern science and engineering research is instrument-dependent.

Capital investment in advanced instrumentation and facilities is

necessary if we are to maintain our national position at the

forefront of a wide variety of disciplines and to obtain maximum

productivity in the future from our investment in research.

Currently, the Foundation is exploring the development of a

SYSTEM OF indicators ON THE STATUS OF UNIVERSITY RESEARCH

laboratories and EQUIPMENT TO GIVE US A BETTER PICTURE OF THE SCOPE

OF THE PROBLEM. PRELIMINARY DATA OBTAINED IN THE FALL OF 1981 IN A

SAMPLE OF 38 INSTITUTIONS SUGGEST THAT ABOUT HALF OF ALL EQUIPMENT
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holdings 'here acquired 6-10 years ago and that shared use of

instruments among researchers and departments is very common.

Even though considerable work remains to be done to develop

better quantitative information, some immediate action can be

taken. i would like to discuss several things that have been done

in the past year, and comment on how nsf's current budget request

addresses the situation.

Efforts to upgrade our research "hardware" are clearly

necessary; yet, the nation faces economic problehs and budgetary

constraints. Any solution must encompass not only the Foundation,

but other federal agencies, academic institutions themselves, state

governments AND INDUSTRY.

Last August, with the support of the Director, Office of

Science and Technology Policy, the Foundation convened an

Interagency Working Group on University Research Instrumentation to

begin reviewing the nature and extent of the problem and to explore

several schemes for a possible Federal responsl to it. Representa-

tives outside NSF came from the Department of Agriculture,

Department of Defense, Department of Energy, National Aeronautics

AND Space Administration, and the National Institutes of Health.

The Working Group concluded that inadequate university

research instrumentation was indeed a pervasive and endemic

problem, and that the Nation' would benefit from its alleviation.



Because of the diversity of kissiou responsibilities, an

approach involving interagency coordination rather than a single

INTEGRATED PROGRAM WAS THOUGHT TO BE PREFERABLE. SuCH A STRATEGY

FACILITATES MATCHING INDIVIDUAL AGENCY PRIORITIES. ASSESSING THE

RELATION TO OTHER RESEARCH REQUIRMENTS. AND ENABLING A BETTER

RESPONSE TO SPECIAL NEEDS OF DIFFERENT SCIENTIFIC AREAS.

Following this plan, in FY 1983:

The Department or Defense is proppsing a $50 million

initiative to build the UNIVERSITY RESEARCH BASE FOR

disciplines RELATED TO ITS SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS;

NASA IS HAVING ITS PROGRAM OFFICERS GIVE SPECIAL

attention to project-related instrumentation requests;

nih plans to increase its current instrumentation

programs slightly;

The Department of Energy plans to instruct its program

officers to protect budgets for instrumentation in its

research awards;

nsf research programs are increasing their support for

major equipment and other instrumentation by 11.5 percent

over fy 1982 to a total of $95.3 million; and

The INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP WILL CONTINUE TO MONITOR,

COORDINATE AND HEIGHTEN AWARENESS OF THE PROBLEM.
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/ 'J, THIN THE NSF TOT.L. EACH SCENT, FK ARE. ,N THE FOUNDATION

,S RESPONO.NG TO THE NEEDS OE >TS 0,SC,PL,NE. OvERAEL INCREASES IN

^
EOU.P«ENT AND INSTRUHENTAT.ON SUPPORT RELATIVE TO FY 1982 RANGE

fRO« 1.8 PERCENT FOR THE U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAH TO 25.5 PERCENT FOR

Engineering.

SOHE PROGRAMS HAVE INCREASED THEIR SUPPORT TO INVESTIGATORS ON

THEIR RESEARCH GRANTS, S0« ARE PROVIDING INSTRUMENTATION FOR

SHARED use; some PROVIDE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTATION AND FACILITIES

THAT ARE TOO SPECIALIZED AND EXPENSIVE TO WARRANT DUPLICATION.

WITHIN THE MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE ftCTlVlTY. FOR

EXAMPLE. PREVIOUS EMPHASIS ON EXPERIMENTAL COMPUTER RESEARCH «,LL

CONTINUE THE MULTI-USER REGIONAL INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY.

The PHYSICS PROGRAH «1LL PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR CONSTRUCTING A

COOLER RING AT THE INDIANA UNIVERSITY CYCLOTRON AND FOR IMPROVING

THE DETECTOR AND STORAGE RING AT THE CORNELL ELECTRON STORAGE RING.

In the Biological. Behavioral and Social Science activity

PARTICULAR ATTENTION ,S BEING GIVEN TO UPGRADING INSTRUMENTATION AT

MARIKE BIOLOGICAL STATION'S, STRENGTHENING ARCHEOHETRIC DATING

FACILITIES. AND IN GENERAL PROVIDING ADEQUATE INSTRUMENTATION IN

RESEARCH PROJECT AWARDS.

5



HE tNGlNEERlNG PROGRAM PLANS TO SUPPORT THE INITIAL PHASE OF

A FLUIDIZED BED RESEARCH FACILITY.

As PART OF THE THRUST IN EARTH SCIENCES. IN THE ASTRONOMICAL,

Atmospheric, Earth and Ocean Sciences activity, support of

EQUIPMENT is being ENHANCED ON INDIVIDUAL GRANTS FOR GEOCHEMICAL

and geophysical research.

Funding for research instrumentation fqr faculty at two-and

FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES WILL CONTINUE IN FY 1983. ThIS PROGRAM APPEARS

TO HAVE BEEN EXTREMELY SUCCESSFUL IN SUPPORTING SMALL RESEARCH

EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION AT THESE INSTITUTIONS. THUS UPGRADING

SIGNIFICANTLY THE RESEARCH CAPABILITIES "OF THEIR FACULTIES.

Instead of providing a separately identified budget line for the

PROGRAM, SUPPORT WILL BE PROVIDED BY THE RELEVANT RESEARCH

directorates IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN A CLOSE COUPLING TO THE SCIENCE

DISCIPLINES.

In CONCLUSION, WHILE THE FOREGOING ACTIVITIES WILL CERTAINLY
NOT ELIMINATE THE NEED FOf^ MAJOR RENOVATION OF ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC

AND ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTATION THEY DO REPRESENT A REALISTIC AND

MEANINGFUL APPROACH AT A TIME WHEN OVERALL ECONOMIC RECOVERY IS A

MAJOR NATIONAL CONCERN. WhAT HAS BEEN DONE BY THE FOUNDATION IN FY

1982. AND IS PROPOSED FOR FY 1983. CALLS ATTENFION TO THE NEED FOR

CONTINUING EFFORT IN THIS AREA; PROVIDES FOR A BALANCE ACROSS AREAS
OF SCIENCE; MEETS THE MOST CRITICAL CURRENT RESEARCH NEEDS WITHIN A

•««j-w:^-»"'MT'»"



/
/ CONSTRAINED BUDGET. AND ALLOWS FOR THE EXPLORATION OF NEW WAYS OF

a providing the instrumentation essential to full utilization of the

Nation's scientific and engineering manpower pool, e.g.,

stimulating industry to consider donating instrumentation to a

university in coordination with the award of an nsf grant.

I WOULD BE PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS THAT YOU MAY HAVE

<^
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Attachment IV
EXCERPT FROM THE CHAIRMAN'S REPORT TO

THE NSB May 21, 1982

Facilities and Equipment .

One mcc-isure of the health of American science is the availability
of equipment and research facilities without which leading-edge
work cannot be accomplished at all. We began the two-year period
with the dedication of the Very Large Array radio telescope in New
Mexico. This is the crowning achievement of the efforts of a

great many astronomers and engineers and represents an effort by
the Board and Foundation continuing over many years. Unhappily,
it is the last of the major observational facilities being built
by the Foundation that represent major extensions of capability
into the unknown, with the single exception of our ocean drilling
program. It is a terrible disappointment that we have not been
able to do as well by the optical astronomers in the exciting
field of millimeter wave research.

The ocean drilling program, on the other hand, has been carefully
and adroitly managed through a series of difficult transitions and
has emerged scientifically stronger, with a shorter schedule, lower
risk, and lower cost than we started out with several years ago.
Credit for this substantial achievement, assuming we receive the
expected support from the Congress, should go to both the Board's
special committee in this area and, importantly, to the Director
and his staff who have worked on the problem.

Vie n\ust al] share our disappointment, however, that we have been
unable to make any substantial headway against the equipment
obsolescence problem that pervades the laboratories of our grantees
and has its impact on many activities from engineering education to
the exploratory forefront in mathematics, chemistry, and life
sciences. This equipment problem has been accepted as real and
appropriately has been addressed by federal research investments.
Dr. Keyworth shares our concern, as do many of the other agencies
with whom our Deputy Director has worked closely.

I hope the Foundation will be able to allocate still greater
fractions of its resources in the equipment area, because of the
vital importance of having every funded scientist able to do his
research in the most efficient way possible. However, I believe
we are close to the end of the road on the prior practice of allow-
ing the imbalance between equipment support and labor cost to
worsen steadily over time, until finally it becomes intolerable
and a special MSF equipment program is generated.

The Board must consider very carefully whether or not the
Foundation can manage its grants in such a fashion as to motivate
the proposers of research to make adequate provision for modernizing
their equipment and for carrying out the research in the most effi-
cacious way. We need to decentralize the trade-off between labor
and equipment back to the investigator and the home institution.
If we keep more people in research than can properly be afforded
by the available funds, we simply deceive ourselves at the expense
of quality science.
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Calendar No. 475

Rrrorr
No. 97-^30

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AUTHOPdZATION FOR
APPROPRIATtON'S FOR FISCAL YEAR 19S3 AND SUP-
PLEMENTAL AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIA-

TIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1982

REPORT
[To accompany S. 22^8)
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together witli

ADDITIOXAL VIEWS

COM^l'ITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
UNITED STATES SENATE

Apiil \X lOtV.'—Order^rl to t>o print.-!

t.s. GovER.\>(i.NT rr.;.sTiNo orr:t"
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105 - 106

DEFENSE AGENCIES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Recommended for Approval as Requested

Defense Department University Research Support

The committee has examined the recent report of tl>e Defense Science
I^riard Task Force on University Responsiveness to Xntional Security
Requirements and other evidence documenting the deteriorating

health of the Nation's research universities. The committee is con-
cerned that our leading research universities arc suffering from a
severe erosion in their capacity to conduct competitive research and
advanced education programs in such key fields as science and engi-
neering. Manifestations of such erosion n{ay be found in the fact that
many laborntories and much research equipment is seriously outdated,
iloreover, ins\ifFicient numbers of talented students and researchers
are being attracted to careers in fields of science and engineering es- '

sential to the Nation's future security. In short, the university research

base in the United States is being drnmntically weakened with grave
implications for the national security.

Consequently, tlie committee fully supports the proposed expansion
of the Department's university research programs, the new research

instrumentation program, the graduate fellowship program and other
related steps planned by the Department, which have been incorpo-

rated in the fiscal year i9S3 budget request. The committee urges the

Department further to strenirthen these important programs in its

submission of the fiscal year' 19S4 authonzation request.

The cbmmitlce also requests that the Department of Defense provide
an asses:mcnt of the degree to which the national defense requires a

vigorous program for providing education and training in foreign i

languages and area studies. This assessm.ent should include recom-
mendations us to measures, and their costs, which could be imple-

mented to rectify the deficiencies that currently exist in these fields. !

V

^'



Attachment VII

9

O

Summary of

Conclusions and Recommendations

No^iord Cc^r^.iss on on Reseai'Ch

A rapidly developing equipment Inadequacy exists.

The Commission recommends that the Federal agencies and the universities adopt funding

mechanisms and improve priority-setting strategies to solve the growing problem o' research

equipment obsolescence.

S^T.it^l end Karles;-:-,'

The scale, vigor and creativity of American science are outstanding but the signs of trouble

for the future are unmistakable. Deterioration may well proceed long before the matter

becomes a public issue, and a downv/ard spiral, were it to develop, might be difficult to

reverse.

Association ot Amercon Universities

The quality of research instrumentation in university laboratories has seriously eroded.
Attributed to the relative decrease in instrumentation support, are inflexibility within the

project system and insufficient support for maintenance.
Consequences include; diminished research productivity; reduced training capacity; and

decline in international competitive status.

Recommendations are to:

• strengthen instrumentation funding in the project system;
• expand special instrumentation programs;
• create in the National Science Foundation a new supplemental formula grant program to

meet diverse institutional needs.

S'ccn Comm'sson
A new competitive program of Research Facilities Grants should provide S50 pilllion

annually for laboratory facilities and equipment.

US House of Pep^esentotives
The scientific instrumentation and physical resource base at research institutions is aging

and may no longer be state-of-the-art.

General Accounting Otfice

OMB should cst.-iblish (1 ) minimum reriuirements for colleges and universities to fo'low to
assure that equipment purchases are necessary and (2) procedures for reviewing grantees'
compliance v/ith the requirements.

Americon Council en Educction/HEP Reporf #4^
Moie than one-fourth of thc> surveyeci ini^titutions hjvc establishod systems specifically

designed to facilitate equipment sharing, and an additional 1 8 percent were plan.iinn to do so
in the near future.

American Council on Educotion/HEP Report #47
During FY 1978, approximately S250 million was expended at Ph.D.-granting institutions for

the purchase of scientific research equipment. The breakdown is estimated as follows:
o Fifty percent fimncoo fcr the life sciences; 1 9 percent for enqineering; 1 6 percent for the

phy.nical sciences;
t; Sixty-five percent financed by the Federal Government;
r^ Nine percent of research equipment expenditures from current funds v./ere for items

costing .'=i:.-.0,000 or m.jrc;

« Expenditures for sep.-jicilcly budgeted i.cientlfic research equipm.^nt frotn current fui ids
comprini}d about 6 percerit of all research and development expendituies at doctorate-
granting institutions during FY 1978.
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Attachment VIII

Sharing of University Equipment Prevalent;

Substantial Replacement Requirements

Foreseen During Early Eighties

This report is based upon recent NSF efforts
to collect infonnatlon on research
instrunentation located in universities and
colleges. One of these sources, the KSF
.•Purvey of Scientific and Engineering
Expenditures at Universities and Colleges,
includes national estimates of the reaearch
equipaent expenditures at higher education
institutions in fiscal year 1980. A second
effort was initiated primarily to test the
feasibility of collecting more detaileci
iufonnation on the status of active research
instrunentation. This study produced sample
data as of 1981 that are representative of
the 33 institutions .-^nd the four science and
engineering (S/E) sub fields surveyed -•-

organic cheiiistry, cell biology, solid state
physics, anct electrical engineering All
references to equipment in the sample pertain
to items costing $5,000 or more and having a

useful life of at least one year. Excluded
fron: the study were major equipment xi-ems
such as accelerators, radio-telescopes

,

research ships, aircraft, and the like.



Highlights

o Universities and colleges spent between $350 and $400

million for separately budgeted research equipment in FY

1980, representing approximately 6 percent of all separately

budgeted RiD expend it ures ._!/ This proportion ranged from 8

percent of the total academic RiD expenditures in the

physical sciences to 4 percent in the social sciences

.

Federal agencies financed two-thirds of these 1980 research

equipment purchases with the Federal share differing

significantly by field (chart 1 and table 1).

The following findings are based on data covering

only four science and engineering (S/E) subfields

in 3b institutions — organic chemistry, cell

biology, solid state physics, and electrical

engineering. Data were provided by departmental

chairpersons and three senior investigators in

each department. Unless otherv.'ise noted, all data

are expressed in terms of equipment items located

in iuvestigators' own laboratories.

2~
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Chart 1. Research equip.Tient expenditures at
uni ve rsi t ier. and colleges by field; FY ISSO

0,^

Cngln^sring

Cnvl /-onkvntftl sclvnc**

Soel*l »el»net«

Otri«r «ei«ne»«, r..».e. IWi

Ptychology (TO

HOTCl Cat* r«fl»ct «*par»t»ly budgeted expendi fgrei froa current funds only.

SOURCEi HcHon«l Science Foundation



laoie i.. Research equipment expend 1 cures at universities
and colleges by field and source: FY 1980

(Dollars in millions)

Field Total Federal Federal as
percent of

total
Total $363 $2A1 66Z

Engineering ^j 36 63
Physical sciences 54 .-

Environmental
sciences... 90 __

Mathctiatical and
computer sciences 10 5 Lf

Life sciences 107 ,_^^^' 122 65
Psychology....;

,
^ * 76

Social sciences 13 6 50
Other sciences, n.e.c 7

"'u'rr^^^"V.:/.'l^^ expenditures Trom
rounding. ^ I>etaH may not add to totals because of

uuiversicies and Colleges, FY 1980.

.2b-
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o Departmental chairpersons reported the following

condition of equipment located in large central pools:

About 10 percent to 12 percent of the equiptnent was

described in "poor" condition; 20 percent to 25 percent in

"fair" condition; 30 percent to 40 percent to "good"

condition, and 28 percent to 33 percent in "excellent"

condition

.

o Research instruments costing at least $50,000 (e.g., mass

spectrometers, electron microscopes, etc.) accounted for

more than 70 percent of the aggregate value of equipment

itens with a purchase cost of at least $5,000 ; these

instruments tended to be located primarily in shared

facilities. Itens in shared facilities represented 60

percent of the total coat of all reported research

instr uaents .

o More than three- fifths of research equipment purchases in

the sample were w;liolly financed with Federal funds;

one- fifth were purchased solely with institutional funds;

and one-tenth were funded from other sources. In addition,

about one-tenth of purchases were "jointly-funded" (i.e., by

a combination of funding sources). Joint-funding accounted

for about 20 percent of the purchases in the $50,000 or more

cstegor y

.

-3-



eauipment items in sampled department:
CIS of 1931 by cost categoric •=>-'^

Ag« of
9uipa«nt

L*«s thAn
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P«fc«nt of lt«»«

le 28 39 4« se 69
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y*«rs

IB y*%rs
pr k«r*
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35,899 - tte,

J tie, 669 - »6e.

\ \ \ nT^ Totii, «n it«Bs
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W^

*^Subf.?lds SAwpK^d jnclud* cell bioloov.or9*nic rhenistry, solid »tat«. pOysicj.

SOURCE: N«t:nAl Science rounG«Hoo



/
o About one- fourth of research equipment in the four

aubfields corabined was at least 10 years old; one-fourth was

five to nine years old; and one-half was less than five

years old (chart 2). This pattern did not change

significantly among the subflelds with the exception of

electrical engineering, where two- thirds of research

instriments were less than five years old.

o In all four subfields sampled, academic research

instrumentation is highly shared. "Big ticket" items in

investigators' laboratories tended to have more users (7 to

10 users) than the average reported for all equipment items

(M to 6 users) . Because of the greater demand placed on

these items, investigators reported a higher level of

difficulty in gaining access to the more expensive

equipment. Research investigators also I'eported that 90

percent these more expensive equipment items underwent less

than 20 percent "do wn tiro a" because, of equipment failure.

o In the next 5 years researchers plan to replace a

substantial share of their equipment — averaging about

one- fifth of all the itews in the four subfields surveyed.

Hie planned replacement rate is even hicher (36 percent) for

items costing $50,000 or more. In describing the

characteristics of future equipment replaceaents in all cost

categories, research inv e:i tig ators reported that about



—^^ir-fifths of planned new items would be purchased for

their improved technical capacities and/or capabilities.

Instrumentation Inventory

This study produced data on the cost, age. and source of
funds of the inventory of equipment items located in the
four S/E subfields at sampled institutions. As expected,
the cost distribution of equipment items differed according
to the magnitude of the institutions' research performance.
The largest research performers, defined in terms of their
annual RiD expenditures, had the largest portion ^22
percent) of equipment ite=is costing at least $50,000. In
contract, smaller R&D performers reported only 7 percent of
their inventory items in the $50,000 plus category.

Although accounting for 18 percent of total instrument items
in all sampled strata, the "big ticket" apparatus accounted
for .o.t of the aggregate value of the inventory in sampled
departments, which was estimated to be about $70 million.

l^e cost distribution of equipment differed among
-bdi.scipUnes. Investigators in organic chemistry
departments reported the largest portion of "big ticket"
itons.

27 percent compared to the 28 percent average for all
four s.,nelds. Investigates in cell biology reported the
tallest .share, 7 percent (chart 3).
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Ch^rt 3_. Co-t di_=:tribution of rer-earch equipmentsterns in sarr.pled departments and subd isc i pi in^I
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An examination of the age distribution indicated that about

50 percent of research equipment items were more than five

years old. This distribution was generally similar across

cost categories and three of the four subfields. In

electrical engineering, about two-thirds of the equipment

had been purchased during the preceding five years.

About 7 percent of all equipment items were locally

assembled, with this proportion being about the same across

all cost categories and subfields, with the exception of

solid state physics, where 15 percent of the items were

locally assembled. When asked why they had built their own

equipment, researchers most often reported that no

commercial equivalent could be purchased.

Although Federal dollars were used exclusively for nearly

two-thirds of equipment items in investigators'

laboratories, the need for investigators to use multiple

funding sources increased in proportion to equipment costs

(table 2). While such joint- funding accounted for 7 percent

of all equipment ite.as in investigators' own laboratories,

Joint- funding was most common among items costing $50,000 or

-6-



Source

3t research equipment items in investigators' V
.3 as of 1981 by source and cost caLgo^- a/ %^^

-uLxon OL .^.^„.>.,. cHUipment items in investigatorsown laboracories as of 1981 by source and cost caKgo^-

Total

Federal

Institutional

Other

Multiple
sources. . . . ,

Equipment cost categories

Total

1002

JS^OOO to $10,000 $10.000 toU^OOQ $50.000 7

1002 1002

62

19

12

61

21

13

(A

19

9

1002

51

9

21

19

^f. Excludes equipnent locati^d outside of investigators' laboratnr-t.« f

SOUECE; National Science Foundation



more, accounting for 19 percent of equipment in this

^ category. This proportion may understate the degree of

combination funding vdthin these subdisciplines , since

departmental or other university facilities for which

detailed data were not requested tend to have a higher ratio

of "big ticket" items than in investigators' own

laboratories, as noted in the discussion of shared usage.

Utilization/Sharing

The following data are intended to indicate the degree to

which research equipment in sampled departments was

utilized. The feasibility study did not attempt to produce

data on time-in-use. The study did find however, that more

than 90 percent of the equipment items in the sample were in

active use on research projects. This portion did not

differ significantly among the foic" subfields studied,

although the more expensive ite:ii3 costing at least $50,000

had a 95-percent "in-use'* rate. When asked about the status

of the 7 percent of inactive equipxrient itens, investigators

indicated that nearly one-half of these iteras were

"temporarily" not in use in the particular experiment

currently in progress, while the other half required "too

much maintenance and repair ."

-7-
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In most Institutions, common facilities exist in which

significant amounts of research equipment are located. Among the

larger research performers surveyed, 87 percent of the

departments sampled reported such facilities. The more expensive

items tended to be located in these facilities where sharing

could be most beneficial.

\<^>

Even for items in investigator-controlled laboratories, academic

research equipment is seldocj used by only a single investigator.

In addition to being used by several researchers in the

investigator's research group, most are also shared with users

from outside. Almost all investigators reported multiple users

of equipment. The median number of users per equipment item in

investigators' own research group was lowest in solid state

physics, averaging one to three people. In contrast, four to six

users were reported in organic chemistry, cell biology, and

electrical engineering. The median number of users per equipnent

item in investigators' laboratories increased with cost. An

average of about four users each was reported for all equipment

items compared to about seven users for items costing $50,000 or

more (chart 4)

.

When asked to comment on the problems of accessibility to

equipnent in other laboratories, Investigators responded that

nearly 40 percent of items were readily accessible, although more

expensive items tended to have greater problemr. of acces.s because



Chart 4. Distribution of re-search equipment
items located in investigators' own
laboratories as of 1931 by number of

users and cost category s./
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of demand. For example, about 67 percent of "big ticket" items, \

which tended to be located outside of the investigators' own \

research laboratories, had some access difficulties. "Too much \..

competition" (from other researchers) was cited for 36 percent of

all equipment (U? percent of "big ticket" items) , followed by

"too frequently inoperable", 19 percent, and "inconvenient

location" , 6 percent .

Obsolescence

S/E instruments can suffer from both chronological and

technological obsolescence. Tne former is related to problems of

age and wear while the latter is generally related to an

investigator's access to state-of-the-art equipment needed for

"frontier" research. This feasibility study yielded

little data on technological obsolescence. Future NSF studies

will be designed to capture data related to this phenomenon.

Data obtained from the sample did indicate, howc-ver, that

investigators plonned to replace nearly 20 percent of their

equipment inventory ite^is during tne next five years. Improved

technical capabilities are available for most of the new

equip;aent needs .

^^

Fivo-sixths of research in:Jtr uoi entf: in investigators' own

laboratories experienced less than PO-pernent ^downtime" because

of equipment failures, co::np3red with the equipment costing

$50,000 or nore, I'hrr <? 90 percent of items e.; pi^rierced less than ^|

"9-



"downtime" (chart 5). During interviews, investigators reported

that available maintenance and repair resources were primarily

devoted to these key items. Also, high-cost equipment items were

more likely to have maintenance contracts. About two-thirds of

investigators in the four subfields surveyed spent less than 5

percent of their research budget on maintenance and repair;

another one- fifth spent between 5 percent and 10 percent, and

about 1 in 1 spent 10 percent or more.

A full-scale survey covering more extensive data

elements will be conducted by NSF during FY 1983 to

acquire equipment data representative of the entire

academic sector. It will cover enginering and the

computer and physical sciences. Other S/ E fields will

be covered during FY 198M.

-10-
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W^ 1/ Data are based on results from the NSF Survey of Scientific

and Engineering Expenditures at Universities and Colleges, FY

1980. The imputed or estimated rate for nonresponse to this

item on the survey represented approximately 40 percent of total

equipment expenditures and is based on actual reported data from

214 institutions. The reader should be aware that these data

reflect separately budgeted equipment expenditures from current

funds only. Not included is research equipment purchased from

plant (capital) funds, such as newly constructed laboratories

stocked with scientific apparatus.

m
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laboratories, which found that the median age of university equipg

ment was twice that of the commercial laboratories instrumentation.

A study of research instrumentation needs which revealed that in

five important scientific disciplines the costs of scientific

instruments priced above $5000^ rose at an average annual rate of 20

percent between 1970 and 1978.

In sura, then, the situation is serious now and is likely to get worse as

rchers attempt to replace old equipment with newer models at today's

ted prices.

The various studies cite numerous reasons for the decline in instrumenta-

including restrictive Federal research grant policies, insufficient

al research support, and rising costs due to the increasing sophistica-

of research equipment. Some reports have also questioned whether univer-

s have directed funds toward maintaining research staffs at the expense

irchasing and maintaining equipment. The studies also note numerous

lary costs in addition to the initial basic cost of equipment, including

tion and maintenance costs (estimated at 7-8 percent of the new cost per

^, instrument repairs (with service calls now running at $85-$100 per

^', support equipment needed to test or calibrate the equipment, and

ipriate facilities to house new equipment.

Federal agencies are likely to remain the major source of support for

irch instrumentation for the foreseeable future. They financed two-thirds

11 research equipment purchases in 1980 , and several federal programs

been mounted specifically to address the equipment problem at the federal

L. Perhaps the most widely touted was the tax break for corporations

ring certain types of equipment to universities which was part of the 1981

an "tax package. Many observers, however, seem skeptical that the tax

jre will have much impact — congressional estimates put the total savin|^

ndustry resulting from the provision at less than $5 million annually.

NSF plans to increase support for major equipment within its existing

arch grant programs to 95.3 million in FY83. (Major requests for research

instructional equipment programs were stricken from the NSF's budgets by

successive administrations in F780 and FY81.) The Foundation is also

inuing a small ($2 million) program to support the acquisition of research

pment at two- and four-year colleges. The Department of Defense has

ntly announced a S30 million initiative to build up the university r^-

ch equipment base for disciplines related to its research programs,

rtheless, these programs, even taken together, are but a drop in the

et compared to the overall need, and none of them includes any funding for

ructional equipment. Furthermore, substantial additional Federal support,

his era of budgetary belt-tightening, is unlikely.

h Carolina Activities

North Carolina's policymakers have also become concerned about the

.pment problem in recent years. Three years ago, the Department of Com-

-ty Colleges conducted a campus-by-campus analysis of training equipment

:ently in use. That study led to the system's request to the General

;mbly for S33 million to repair and replace obsolete equipment. The

iral' Assembly subsequently allocated $5 million of that amount, leaving a



SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT

More than in any other field of academic endeavor, the vitality of

training and research programs in science and technology depends on the

quality of the tools — the equipment and instrumentation — the programs can
offer. In technical education, training almost always revolves around the

mastery of a specialized set of tools or equipment. In the undergraduate
science courses, the student is allowed to participate in the process of

scientific inquiry through hands-on experience with scientific instrumentation
in the laboratory. In engineering, young graduates must be familiar with the
sophisticated equipment of the discipline or they will fall short of employ-
ers' expectations. And in the research laboratory, access to advanced scien-
tific instrumentation often determines whether the university can operate at

the cutting edge of scientific advance.

Yet there is mounting evidence that the quality of instrumentation in

U.S. institutions of higher education is deteriorating. Most of the studies
come from premier research universities; if the problems are severe there, how
much more serious they must be at the two- and four-year level, where federal
research grant monies are not available to help foot the bill! When it begins
to impede the teaching and research missions of colleges, community colleges,
and universities, outmoded equipment can begin to have harmful effects on
economic productivity and growth. This paper will attempt to lay out some of

the background at the national level, discuss North Carolina's present status,
and preview some of the issues that will confront the committee as it begins
its deliberations.

The View From the National Level

The problem of inadequate and obsolete scientific equipment is now so

widespread and well-recognized that a National Academy of Sciences panel
meeting on the subject this spring began its deliberations by agreeing not to
waste any of its time further proving the problem's existence. Earlier in
the year, the Deputy Director of the National Science Foundation, in Congres-
sional testimony, had placed the cost of revitalizing laboratories in research
universities only at between $1 billion and $4 billion. Some other pieces
of evidence include:

A 1979 Department of Health, Education, and Welfare survey of nine
universities, which concluded that there was an unmet need for
instruments and facilities of $225 million in those institutions
alone.

A National Science Foundation study which projects a catch-up need
of $A2p million, over the next five years, in the physical sciences
alone.

An independent university study that suggests that American univer-
sities are less well-equipped than their foreign counterparts.

An Association of American Universities (AAU) study comparing
laboratories in sixteen universities to two leading commercial



need of approximately $28 million (non-inflated dollars) still be met.
Corraborating the DCC's analysis is a depreciation schedule for state-owned
equipment recently developed by the Department of Administration which shows
that the major pieces of equipment in the Community College system are worth
only a third of their cost; i.e., that the equipment is old and outdated.
Finally, in two major studies conducted by the DCC in 1981, vocational and
technical graduates and their employers cited the lack of up-to-date training
equipment as a serious handicap to the system's ability to train. The
latter is perhaps the most serious charge of all, because of its direct impact
on the state's capacity for economic growth. The Community College system has
identified equipment as its number one priority in this year's budget, and is
requesting $30 million from the General Assembly to alleviate the problem.

The UKC system has also been concerned with the problem of scientific
instrumentation. In FY79-80, the General Assembly made a special allocation
for research and instructional equipment in the sciences and engineering to
four UNC institutions, distributed as follows: North Carolina State University
- $750,000; North Carolina A&T - $300,000; UNC-Chapel Hill - $500,000; and
UNC-Charlotte - $200,000. The language of the legislation recognized the
special responsibility of those four institutions for scientific and
technological education and research in the biological and physical sciences
and engineering. The legislation cited as special concerns the shortage of
engineers, the rate of technological change and its effect on equipment
obsolescence, and inflationary impacts on equipment costs. Because these
allocations were built into the institutions' base budgets, the institutions
received the same allocation again in 1980-81. In FY81-82, additional
allocations of the same amounts were made to the same institutions, and again
became part of the base budgets for 1982-83.

This year, the UNC system is requesting $4,049,022 in expansion money to
remedy deficiencies in engineering and some related sciences. This would be a
general allocation to improve research and teaching in engineering and the
sciences, but some portion of it would certainly be budgeted for equipment.

Scientific equipment has also been a longstanding interest of the Board
of Science and Technology. In 1979 and 1980, the Board provided $350,000-
400,000 for the purchase of scientific and engineering equipment in North
Carolina's colleges and universities. The grantees obtained 3-5 times that
amount in matching funds from other sources, thereby leveraging a relatively
snail state investment into almost $2 million for equipment purchases.

In 1980, the Board undertook an initial study of scientific equipment in
two science and engineering departments at each of ten North Carolina colleges
and universities (a total of 20 departments). The study was published in
August,

19j^8^ and a copy is enclosed. Among the Board's findings were the
following:

With few exceptions, the departments have problems in purchasing and
maintaining the equipment necessary to conduct their training
programs

To meet the five highest-priority equipment needs of the 20 depart-
ments would require a total of $4-5 million, excluding maintenance
costs. The costs of obtaining and maintaining such equipment are



likely to increase at a rate greater than the general level of

inflation.

New mechanisms for the purchase, maintenance, and use of equipment

will be necessary to meet future equipment needs. Substantial new

infusions of Federal funds are unlikely.

During the 1981 session, the General Assembly called upon the Legislative
Research Commission to study the scientific and technical equipment needs of

the state's institutions of higher education, articulating its belief that "it

is in the interest of the citizens and the state of North Carolina that our
institutions of higher education offer a level of scientific training suffi-

cient to assure that North Carolinians will he able to assume jobs in work
settings that require high levels of skill." With the Commission's sup-

port, the Board is now conducting an exhaustive survey of existing equipment
and equipment needs in all the community colleges, colleges, and universities
in the state (survey instruments attached).

By December 1 , the Board will present to the Commission a two-part
factual analysis of its comprehensive scientific equipment study. The first

part will be a compilation of inventory data, presented in a format similar to

that of the preliminary inventory. The second portion will list, by institu-
tion and department, the five highest-priority equipment needs identified by
the respondents. Both the inventory and needs sections will be divided into
five categories: public Ph.D. institutions, private Ph.D. institutions, public
non-Ph.D. institutions, private non-Ph.D. institutions, and the community
college system. The factual analysis will be accompanied by an Executive
Summary which will summarize the needs and inventory data by type of institu-
tion, type of academic department and geographical location.

After December first, the Board will conduct an in-depth assessment of
the inventory and needs data and make recommendations aimed at alleviating
equipment shortage and obsolescence problems in North Carolina's institutions
of higher education. The Committee on Research and Higher Education may want
to be particularly involved in this final phase of the Board's work.

Creative Solutions

In the past, equipment purchases have been financed almost entirely from
Federal grants and contracts or from the institutions' own funds. Both of
those sources are now facing serious financial pressures, just at the time
that the need for more and better instrumentation is becoming severe. There-
fore, many observers are calling for new mechanisms to address the equipment
problem. Although the Committee will want to consider carefully which mecha-
nisms might be appropriate for North Carolina and its institutions, a sampler
of the options includes:

Industry Donations and University-Industry Equipment Sharing .

Because the private sector is the ultimate beneficiary of the
trained manpower coming out of our systems of higher education,
business and industry have a substantial stake in the quality of
training and research programs. The public sector can encourage
industry to share, lease or donate its equipment through a number of



mechanistnG r^^nt;ing from persuasion to tax credits. Nevertheless,
private sector assistance does liave its limitations. Specifically,
industry contributions may fluctuate with the business cycle, and
therefore not provide the stable base needed by colleges and univer-
sities, and the extent of private sector assistance may vary across
scientific and technical disciplines, helping some departments or
institutions and not others.

Sharing Arrangements

As the price of sophisticated instrumentation skyrockets, the old
system of providing each professor with his or her "own" equipment
will become increasingly untenable. Some predict that intra-
department, inter-department, and inter-university sharing arrange-
ments (including regional instrumentation centers, like the Micro-
electronics Center) will become the order of the day. Still there
are some questions as to how much further sharing arrangements can
go in solving the problems of research and training equipment.
Equipment sharing already is more widespread than is commonly
believed: a recent NSF study of 38 institutions revealed that items
in shared facilities accounted for 60 percent of the total cost of

all research equipment with a purchase cost of $5000 or more.
Investigators in that study reported that they found "too much
competition" for th^ use of 36 percent of all the pieces of shared
research equipment.'" Federal research grant policies are another
barrier to greater equipment sharing, since they make it difficult

for researchers to purchase equipment jointly, especially when their
research projects are funded by different agencies.

Equipment Management Systems

Some institutions and multi-campus systems have begun new management
programs to ensure more efficient utilization of scientific and

technical equipment. These include sophisticated inventories,

better scheduling of both courses and equipment use, and centralized

"brokering" systems to facilitate intra- and inter-campus sharing.

(Iowa State University's Research Equipment Assistance Program is an

example of the latter.)

22
Creative Financing

Colorado State University has recently pioneered the use of debt

financing to purchase scientific instrumentation. Debt financing
can be accomplished through tax-exempt revenue bonds, industrial
development bonds, municipal bonds, tax-exempt commercial borrowing,
municipal leases, or revolving lines of credit. The equipment
itself generally serves as security, and the debt can be retired
through user changes.

Debt financing allows for more immediate acquisition of instruments
since time is not lost while looking for matching funds to cover the

price of costly equipment. However, researchers may find that to

generate enough user charges to repay the debt they must allocate a

large amount of instrument time to other users, which may jeopardize



their own research efforts. Also, universities can become locked

into debt financing projects and later be unable to commit funds to

new lines of research. Some universities have also used limited

partnerships to provide funds for university research. This form of

financing has become more attractive because of recent changes in

the law that provide tax advantages for such arrangements.

Typically, the university and private investors join forces to

provide equipment and expenditure funds for research projects with

the university acting as a general partner and the investors as

limited partners. Limited partners are allowed tax deductions on

costs up to the amount invested. Should the project show a profit,

limited partners earn a percentage of that profit and pay capital

gains taxes on that amount. Obviously, limited partnerships are

most attractive in scientific areas that promise quick, high returns

on investment, for example, biotechnology. They are somewhat less

suitable as vehicles for funding basic research.

Issues for the Committee's Consideration

Most of the available information on scientific equipment concerns

research instrumentation at research universities. How do the

problems and proposed solutions differ for instructional equipment?

For non-research institutions?

How can the state address fairly the different yet equally pressing

needs of:

1, the public and private institutions?

2. the Ph.D., non-Ph.D. and two year institutions?

To what extent is state-of-the-art equipment necessary in educa-

tional programs? VHiere should the line be drawn between the educa-

tional institution's responsibility and the employer's responsi-

bility for training scientists, engineers, and technicians on the

use of specialized equipment?

The magnitude of need for scientific equipment is obviously too

great to enable every institution to acquire every piece of equip-

ment it wants. Who should set the priorities? How can the state

assist in a way that balances the state's interests (to avoid waste

and duplication, for example) with institutional autonomy?

New Mexico has proposed issuing severance tax bonds to cover the

cost of scientific equipment in its colleges and universities. The

Federal government is providing tax credits to corporations willing

to donate certain types of equipment to universities. How can North

Carolina best generate the resources needed to address the scientif-

ic and technical equipment problem?
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SAMPLE

Hiph Priority Needs Questionnaire

Name of Institution Department or Program

Please list the 3-5 highest priority needs for teaching and/or research

equipment (with approximate purchase price) in your program or depart-

ment. Include brief (1-2 sentence) explanations of these needs.

^•Thich, if any, of these above-mentioned needs are now on order

l

3. Although vou must of necessity both purchase new equipment and maintain

existing equipment, do you regard purchasing or maintaining of higher

priority?

V.Tiat enuipment would benefit vou the most if donated to you or shared

with vou?

What equipment would you be willing to sell, donate or shar<

6. What conditions would you need to impose on any sharing, selling, or

donating arrangement? I-Jhy''
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EQUIPMENT CATEGORY CODE LIST

CATEGORY
COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC
EQUIPMENT CODE"

STATE
CODE

ABR.\S10N TEST EQUIP
ACID SAI^PLING EQUIP
ACOUSTIC RADAR

ACTINOMETER
ACUCUT LAB EQUIP
AIR COMPRESSOR
AIR CONDITIONING EQUIP
AIR SA^IPLING EQUIP
AMPEROMETRIC CONTROLLER
ANALYSIS SYST

AiNALYZER ACID
AEROSOL
AIR
AMINO ACID
AUTO
C-H-N-0
CHEKI-LUM
COAL
CRYSTAL
ELECTROLYTIC
GAS
ION
MAGNET
MERCURY
MOISTURE
MULTICHA.NNEL
NOISE
OZONE
PORE VOLLT^IE

POTENT lODYNE
PULSED HEIGHT
REAL TIME
SCALES
S02/r:iTRIC OXIDE
SPECTRUT-I

SULFUR
THSRM.\L
TR.\CE METAL
Tl^CER
UNSPECIFIED
WATER VAPOR

220-48
220-51-75

025
030
493-02
220
493-02
730-05

493-02-02
493-02-04
493-02-06
493-02

493-02-32

493-02-52
493-02-55
493-02-57

493-02-62
730-05-65

493-02-72
730-05-75

493-02-80

493-02
493-02-92

^Once the inventory of scientific equipment is complete, a code
classification system will be developed to facilitate computer-
ization of all the data.



COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC STATE
CODE

220-87

495-10



COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC STATE
CATEGORY EQUIPMENT CODE CODE

DEIONIZER
DENSITOMETER 493-28
DESALINATION FACILITY AND EQUIP
DETECTOR 345-16
DIALYSIS EQUIP 465-55
DIAI-IOND KNIFE
DIFFPJ^CTOMETER

'

900-20
DIGESTION EQUIP
DISC GEL UlUT
DISINTEGRATOR
DISTILLATION EQUIP 493-30
DRILLING EQUIP 445-06-20

445-26
465-67-20
545-13
545-15
545-57
765-14
765-24
765-26
765-27.
890-70-20

DRYER 655-55-20
740-59-20

DYNAiMOI lETER 075-21
EKG SYST EQUIP 465-29
ELEC CIRC TEST EQUIP 285-61

" 285-80
730

ELECTRON BEAII GUN
ELECTRON MOBILITY SYST
ELECTROMETER 175-27-20
ELECTROPHOP^SIS SYST EQUIP 493-33
ELECTROSCOPE
ENGINE 060-27

120-35
ENVIRONl-lENTAL CHAl-IBER 493-35
EVAPOR.\TOR 493-29
EXHAUST SAMPLING EQUIP
EXTRACTION/ FILTRATION EQUIP 175-29

500-20
FADEOMETER
FERMENTER • 493-37
FIBROGR^'aPH
FINISHING RANGE
FLAi-IMABILITY TEST EQUIP
FLOW METER 493-41

495-70-26
FLUID MODELING SYST EQUIP
FLUID POWER SYST EQUIP



COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC STATE
CATEGORY EQUIPMENT CODE CODE

FLUORIDE METER 175-27
FRACTIONATOR
FRACTION COLLECTOR 493-42
FREEZE DRYER 493-31
FREEZE ETCH APP
FUME HOOD 493-36
FURNACE 175-36

450-13-25
FURNITURE LAB EQUIP 415
GAUSSMETER
GENERATING EOUIP 285-37

730-20
GLOSSMETER SYST EQUIP
GOLD COATER
GONIOMETER
GRAVITY METER 220-24
GROWTH CHAMBER 493-35-06
HEATING EQUIP 493-44

495-36
HELIUM LIQUIFIER
HOMOGENIZER
HOT PRESS
HYDROCARBON SAMPLING EQUIP
HYDROGFNATION EQUIP
HYDROLAB EQUIP
IMPACT TEST EQUIP
INCINERATOR • 450-46
INCUBATOR 493-50

410-36
INHALATION FACILITY AND EQUIP
INJECTION MOLDING EQUIP 665-66-35
INTEGRATOR
INTERFEROMETER
ION SOURCE 493-51
KINETICS SYST EOUIP
KiNIFE IL-\KER

LASER- 493-52
493-89-30

LEAF AREA METER
LEAF PRESS
LIGHT SOURCE 493-53

285-50
LYOPHILIZER
MACHIN'KRY AND HEAVY EQUIP 545
MAGNETIC EOUIP 493-32-50

493-32-52
MANOMETER 493-56
MCA-PIIA SYST
MECHANICAL TEST EQUIP
hrETALLOGRAPH
MICROCOULOMETER



kl'-

COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC STATE
CATEGORY EQUIPMENT CODE ' CODE

MICRO^L^NIPULATOR A93-60-35
MICROMETER 845-50

845-54
845-55

MICROSCOPE, ELECTRON 493-60-20
493-60-70

, OPTICAL 493-60
MICROTOME 493-24-56

493-62
MICROWAVE EQUIP 725-36

730-40
MILLING EQUIP 545-45-55
MIXER
MONITOR 465-14-50

840-60-40
840-60-55

MONOCHROMATOR
NEPHELOMETER
KEUROL COUNTING DEVICE
NEUTRON ACTIVAT ANALY EQUIP
NEURON METER
OEDOMETER
OIL PRETREAT EQUIP
OLFACTOl-KTER
OSCILLOGRAPH 220-36
OSCILLOSCOPE 730-05-55
OSMO>a:TER 493-67
OVEN 493-69
OXIDIZER
OXIMETER
PARTICLE SIZING EQUIP 493-02-60
PARTICULATE MEASURING EQUIP
PERCEPTOSCOPE
PH >TETER 493-71
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIP 655

700-28
840-70

PHOTOLYSIS EQUIP
PHOTOMETER 493-73
PHOTOTYPESETTER 705-90
PHYSIOCPv-^PH 465-14-60
PHYTOTRON
PIPETTE. AUTOMATIC 493-74
PLANT-MOBILE
PLASMA UNIT
PLETHYSMOGI^PH
PLOTTER 493-75
POCKELS SYST EQUIP
POLARIMETER 493-72
POLAROGP.i\PH 493-02-63
POLYGRAPH 680-68



COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC STATE

CATEGORY
EQUIPMENT CODE CODE

PORTABLE SAIIPLER 493-80
POTEWTIOSTAT
PO\-JER SYST LAB EQUIP 730-65
PO'.-TER UNIT
PRECIPITATION EQUIP 495-70-65
PROBE
PROTEIN SEQUENCER
PSYCHROl-IETER 465-03-65
PUMP 493-77

720

PURIFIER
PYRANOMETER
PYRHELIOMETER 220-72-65
PYROMETER ^^
RADIATION POLYMER PILOT PLANT

RADIATION SOURCE 493-78
RADIOMETER
RECORDER. CUl-TUT^MIVE

,
DIGITAL

, TEMP /HUMIDITY
, INTEGRATOR
, LINEAR
,
MULTICHANNEL

,
OSCILLOGRAl-I
physiological

', potentiometric
, reporting
.
spectrophoto>3:ter

. STRIP CHART oon S4
,
UNSPECIFIED ^^^ ^^

. uv
, WAVE
, WEATHER
, X-Y

P^FRACTOMETER V.^
REFRIGERATION EQUIP
RESPIROMETER
RESPONSE MONITORING EQUIP
PJIEOMETER
RHOUGHOMETER 407-02-63
SALINOMETER

^^^

SCALE READER 4ftS-84
SCANNER
SCINTILLOMETER
SEISMOGR/\PHIC EQUIP
SEMICONDUCTOR FABRICAT EQUIP
SEPARATOR ^VJ-O-J

SEQUENCER
SERVA BENCH
SHAKER

493-81



£r7

CATEGORY

SIGNAL GENERATOR
SIMULATOR
S!IOG CHAMBER
SMOKE DENSITY CHAMBER
SOIL TEST EOUIP
SOLAR IRRADIANCE EQUIP
SOLVENT DELIVERY SYST EQUIP
SONAGRAPH
SONICATOR
SOUND ANALY EQUIP
SOURCE ASSESS SA>IPL SYST
SPECIFIC- ION METER
SPECTROGRAPH
SPECTROMETER ACCESSORIES
SPECTROMETER, ALPHA

ATOM ABS
DIGITAL
ELECTRON
ESR
EMISSION
ESCA
FLAME
FLUOROMETER
GAS CORRELATION
INFRARED
ION CYCLE RES
MA.SS
MOSSBAUER
N^'IR

NUC OUAD RES
OPTICAL ARRAY
ORD-CD
PHOSPHOR
PHOTOACOUSTIC
PLASMA EMISSION
PULSE
RAMAN
STOP FLOW
UV/VIS
m^SPECIFIED
X-PvAY

SPECTROSCOPE
SPEED COUNTER
SPIROMETER
SPUTTERING SYST EQUIP
STAR CIL\RT
STEAMER
STRAIN GAUGING EQUIP
STRANDIZATION EQUIP

COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC
EQUI-PMENT CODE

STATE
CODE

845-81

250-35-75
715-27-35

A93-89-60

A93-89-06

493-89-18

493-89-22

493-89-34

493-89-54

493-89-56

493-89-30

493-89-84
493-39
493-89-96

17



COLLEGE SCIENTIFIC STATE

CATEGORY EQUIPMENT CODE CODE

SUSCEPTIBILITY SYST EQUIP
TELESCOPE 625-91
TEMPERATURE CHAI-IBER

THERMOMETER A93-92
TISSUE PROCESSOR 493-95
TITRATOR/TITRIMETER 493-97
TRANSFORMER 285-84

285-86
TRANSMISSO^TETER
TURBIDOMETER
VACUUM SYST EQUIP
VAN DE GR^\F ACCELERATOR
VELOMETER
VIBRATION EQUIP 220-84

493-02-82
493-99

VIDEO EQUIP 840
VISCOMETER 493-02-84
WATER BATH 175-93
WATER !1ANAGEMENT EQUIP
WEATHEROMETER
\^JELDER 895
WIND TUNNEL 845-09-90
WIND UTILIZATION EQUIP
X-RAY ANALY EQUIP
ZETA METER
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

RALEIGH 27611

ACS 3 December LO, 1982
EBNOR

The Honorable Listen B. Ramsey

The Honorable W. Craig Lawing
Co-Chairmen
Legislative Research Commission

North Carolina General Assembly

State Legislative Building
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Dear Senator Lawing and Representative Ramsey:

The North Carolina Board of Science and Technology herein submits its

initial report to the Legislative Research Commission on the status of scien-

tific and technical equipment in the institutions of higher education in the

state. This is in accord with the agreement set forth in your letter Septem-

ber 15, 1982 directing the Board to create an inventory and analysis of

scientific equipment in cooperation with the LRC Study Committee on College

Science Equipment.

As requested, the Board is providing you with the following material:

1. A summary of the findings of the Board.

2. A compilation of 3-5 priority equipment needs of each department in

the responding institutions.

3. An inventory of equipment items, by department , from the responding

institutions

.

4. An inventory of equipment by item from each of the responding

institutions.

The material collected and presented to you is an important first step in

an analysis of the status of scientific and technical equipment at the insti-

tutions. It enables you to examine, in a comprehensive manner, the quantity

and quality of the equipment within individual institutions and departments,

within certain geographical regions, and statewide.

It must be noted that certain qualifications are necessary before any

final conclusions can be drawn from examining the data. The data are useful

for determining where certain shortages exist, and what types of equipment are

needed to upgrade the level of teaching or research at some institutions.

However, because the response to the survey was not 100 percent, and because



institutions did not indicate the degree of severity of their equipment needs,

the data do not represent a complete picture as to why certain situations

exist. The Board, therefore, will continue its examination of the equipment

issue in cooperation with the colleges and universities which participated in

the survey in order to develop a comprehensive analysis of the issue and

Identify potential solutions to the problem. We anticipate an opportunity to

work with members and staff of the General Assembly in determining appropriate

steps to increase the quantity and upgrade the quality of equipment in the

institutions.

The data do reveal some significant findings which should be highlighted,

and which merit your particular attention:

1. Meeting just the three to five highest priority equipment needs of

the 374 responding departments at all levels (public and private colleges and

universities as well as the community colleges) would require more than S35

million. In the UNC system alone (11 responding institutions, 137 responding

departments) , meeting no more than 5 of the highest priority needs per depart-

ment would require in excess of $23 million. The 185 departments in 53

responding community colleges have equipment needs (3-5 priority items) which

require more than $6.7 million. It must be noted that this represents only a

fraction of the priority needs of the institutions. Meeting all of their

equipment needs at a reasonable level would require millions of additional
dollars

.

2. Very few of the high priority equipment items are currently on

order, most likely due to inadequate funds to purchase new scientific equip-
ment. For example, only about 2% of the high priority items needed by the

community colleges are on order, according to the survey. If this situation
is not altered—that is if the institutions are unable to obtain new equipment
to upgrade their laboratories— the quality of research and education at North
Carolina's colleges and universities will be adversely affected.

3. The mean age of all scientific and technical equipment in the

institutions surveyed is 8.3 years. This is 1.3 years higher than the average
age of equipment at 16 public and private research universities nationwide
surveyed by the National Science Foundation. Significantly, the mean age of

equipment at UNC-Chapel Hill, Duke, and N.C. State University— three of the

state's premier research institutions— is 8.8 years. This indicates that, in

the aggregate. North Carolina's prominent research institutions may be facing
increased obsolescence with their equipment to a greater degree than similar
institutions across the country. If the state is to maintain pre-eminence in

scientific and technological advance, it must develop suitable methods for

making state-of-the-art equipment and facilities accessible to its education
and research institutions.

4. The data indicate that the greatest percentage of items of equipment
were less than five years old (40% of all equipment). However, 94% of that
equipment cost less than $5,000. Less than 1 percent of all equipment less
than five years old cost greater than $50,000. (Note-51% of all equipment
costing greater than $50,000 is less than 5 years of age). While colleges and
universities frequently purchase new equipment, they appear to be unable to
make frequent purchases of the more expensive equipment items. Laboratories
which rely heavily on smaller, less expensive items may not, therefore, be
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facing obsolescence Co the same degree as laboratories which require the more
expensive, more sophisticated items.

5. The engineering disciplines indicated that approximately 11 percent
of their equipment is more than 20 years of age, which is a much higher
percentage than the other disciplines. The mean age of equipment in the

engineering disciplines is also highest among all the disciplines.

6. As might be anticipated, nearly 85 percent of all equipment items
are located in institutions in the Northwestern Piedmont and the Northeastern
Piedmont. A number of factors contribute to the large concentration of

equipment items in these regions, all of which should be taken into account in

any analysis. The Board urges caution in reaching any conclusions based on

these data.

7. For all institutions, the purchase of new equipment was rated a

higher priority than the maintenance of existing equipment . More than half of

the departments of public institutions, it should be noted, rated purchase and

maintenance of equal priority. On the whole, while institutions indicated
that the maintenance of existing equipment was a serious ongoing problem, an

even greater priority was placed on the purchase of new equipment.

8. Many institutions indicated a willingness to sell, share, or donate
some of their equipment. Most institutions indicated Chat certain conditions
would have to be met in order for such transactions to be sacisf acCory . For
example, institutions indicated that their own staff and students must have
first priority on the equipment, and that there must be assurances that the

shared equipment would be used by properly trained personnel. Any maintenance
problems that arise while the equipment is being shared would have to be

promptly repaired at the user's expense, and any materials and supplies used
would have to be paid for by the user. Donated equipment would have to be

picked up by the receiving party, and all donated equipment being received
would have to be functional.

A problem facing institutions of higher education in North Carolina and

throughout the United States is chronological and technological obsolescence

of scientific equipment used in teaching and/or research. Chronological

obsolescence is related to age and wear, while technological obsolescence is

related Co the stace-of -Che-art of Che equipmenC. Chronological obsolescence
can occur when pares are no longer available, when cosC of repair becomes
prohibitive, or when the frequency of repair becomes unaccepcably high. A

poinC will evencually be reached where ic is no longer worthwhile to repair
the piece of equipment.

Technological obsolescence is more difficult to define. Estimates of the

age at which poinc cechnological obsolescence occurs range from 5 to 10 years.
Technological obsolescence can occur when equipment is developed that has
greater sensicivicy and/or speed of operacions. Some newly developed instru-
ments have a 10,000-fold increase in speed and a 100-fold increase in sensi-
tivity of measurement over similar instruments produced 10 years ago. Not all
instruments, however, have had such a dramatic increase in sensitivity and
speed of measurements, alchough chis is che general crend in sciencific
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equipment development. Increased sensitivity and speed of measurement produce

more accurate results from a smaller sample in a shorter time period as

compared to results produced using equipment 5-10 years old. The older

equipment, therefore, can be considered as technologically obsolete.

The problem faced by the North Carolina institutions is a lack of access

to the most recently developed equipment. Technological innovation has

resulted in a much greater variety of equipment today than was available even

5 vears ago. This equipment is essential to state-of-the-art research. The

absence of this type of equipment may force researchers to produce data of

marginal value. Some areas of research, such as surface chemistry, are not

pursued in many institutions because the instrumentation required is not

available at these campuses.

It is therefore clear that many of North Carolina's institutions possess

equipment which may properly be labeled obsolete—by either of the above

classifications. The data indicate that failure to take appropriate steps

toward increasing the access of the state's institutions to more and better

quality equipment will result in further exacerbation of the equipment prob-

lem. The data in this report provide a comprehensive contour "map" of the

status of scientific equipment in the state, and should serve as a point of

reference in fully analyzing the equipment problem.

The Board of Science and Technology will continue its study of the

equipment needs of the state's institutions of higher education. The Board

would appreciate an opportunity to pursue this effort in cooperation with the

General Assembly. A great deal more analysis will be required to fully

understand the nature of the problem and the types of ^lutions which might be

recommended. The Board will move rigorously during the next several months to

continue this effort, and will do so in conjunction with officials represent-

ing those institutions participating in this study. We would be pleased to

prepare tor you, at a later date, and in cooperation with your staffs, a more

comprehensive analysis as well as a set of recommendations for addressing this

issue.

We are grateful for the opportunity to work with you on this important

effort.

Qulfitin W. Lindsey \
Executive Director
N.C. Board of Science and Technology
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INTRODUCTION

Selected institutions of higher education in North Carolina were request-

ed to list the highest priority scientific and technical equipment needs

required to improve their teaching and/or research programs. The informa-

tion contained in this volume represents the data compiled by the North

Carolina Board of Science and Technology.

It is important to note that the information in this volume does not

necessarily represent the official priority needs of the administrators of the

institutions sampled.

The information provided in this report is intended to give interested

parties estimates of the types of scientific and technological equipment

needed to upgrade teaching and/or research in the institution of higher

education in North Carolina and an estimate of the cost required to achieve

this goal.

list their 3-5 highest priority needs. The other, sent by the UNC General
Administration to its 16 constituent institutions, asked the departments to

list their highest priority needs — with no limit on the number of items. In

the event that departments listed more than 5 items, we have listed here only

5 items as a representative sample of that department's needs.
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